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Abstract: To meet climate change goals and respond to increased global urbanisation, the building
industry needs to improve both its building technology and its design methods. Constrained urban
environments and building stock extensions are challenges for standard timber construction. Co-
design promises to better integrate disciplines and processes, promising smaller feedback loops for
design iteration and building verification. This article describes the integrated design, fabrication,
and construction processes of a timber building prototype as a case study for the application of
co-design methods. Emphasis is placed on the development of design and engineering methods,
fabrication and construction processes, and materials and building systems. The development of
the building prototype builds on previous research in robotic fabrication (including prefabrication,
task distribution, and augmented reality integration), agent-based modelling (ABM) for the design
and optimisation of structural components, and the systematisation of timber buildings and their
components. The results presented in this article include a functional example of co-design from
which best practises may be extrapolated as part of an inductive approach to design research. The
prototype, with its co-designed process and resultant flat ceilings, integrated services, wide spans, and
design adaptability for irregular column locations, has the potential to expand the design potential of
multi-storey timber buildings.

Keywords: timber construction; robotic fabrication; integrated design; integrative design;
computational design; timber buildings

1. Introduction

In the face of a growing urban population and a warming climate [1], efficiently
constructed, environmentally responsible, and architecturally valuable buildings are vital.
Timber construction could address this need [2–5], as wood is the only widely used renew-
able material in construction [6], especially by substituting other construction materials [7].
Although the calculations are uncertain [8,9], there are more trees now than ever [10] and
the data support the idea that increased wood consumption would not detrimentally affect
global forests [11,12], growth stocks [13], or agricultural production [14]. Wood is a renew-
able material [15] which sequesters carbon [16]. Regardless, it must be built with efficiently
in order to remain sustainable [17]. Multi-storey timber buildings (MsTBs) can serve as
constructed carbon sinks as long as they are not torn down or replaced [18,19]. Buildings
are not replaced because they are faulty; rather, they become ’functionally obsolete’, that is,
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they no longer meet the desired usage [20–22]. Therefore, adaptable buildings have more
carbon storage capacity.

Conventional timber structures often feature regular structural grids that support
beams [23–25]. Adaptable structures have flat ceilings and columns with no beams. Punc-
tual supports must be used instead of post-and-beam construction to support the free
design of architectural spaces and repositioning of non-bearing interior partitions; how-
ever, these are more difficult to detail and fabricate [26]. Biaxially-spanning Engineered
Wood Products (EWPs) such as CLT can help to obtain greater performance from the
columns [27,28]. These monolithic or semi-monolithic slabs require additional fabrication
and assembly considerations.

The exceptional strength-to-weight ratio of wood [29] means that components are
lighter to transport, which is ideal for prefabrication. Almost all recent MsTBs are made
using prefabricated Engineered Timber Products (ETPs) [30], including Mjøstårnet in
Norway [31] and HoHo in Austria [32]. A subset of EWPs [33,34], ETPs have been fun-
damental in the current renaissance of timber buildings [35]. ETPs use the strength of
wood fibres more efficiently and homogeneously by interconnecting wood-based elements
with adhesives [36], and are produced in highly automated and mechanised processes.
A focus on this standardised production over the past twenty years [37] has produced
mostly grid-based rectilinear timber volumes with regular flat extrusions [38]. There are
relatively few exceptions with irregular outlines, such as Bjergsted Financial Park [39] and
Samling Library [40], both in Norway. These were enabled by more custom design and
fabrication methods, as conventional timber construction struggles to adapt to constrained
urban sites, non-orthogonal footprints, or atypical programmes.

1.1. Aim

This paper aims to adapt and extend co-design methods to MsTBs.Co-design is the
simultaneous and feedback-driven development of both methods and designs while consid-
ering multifaceted stakeholder perspectives [41]. Co-design permits the systematic, holistic,
and interdisciplinary integration of computational planning and building techniques for
sustainable construction. This article showcases its results through the design and devel-
opment of a prototype timber building (Figure 1). When constructed, the prototype is
lifted off the floor to test and show a column-to-column joint, the crux of all multi-storey
projects. Though short, it exhibits the qualities and details of adaptable multi-storey timber
buildings, including flat-bottomed and wide-span semi-monolithic slabs without beams
and supported by columns.

Figure 1. Schematic rendering of building demonstrator.
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1.2. State of the Art
1.2.1. Co-Design

In traditional architectural workflows, as defined by the AIA [42], RIBA [43], HOAI [44],
and others, different disciplines contribute their expertise sequentially to a design of in-
creasing resolution. The work moves from one design phase to another along a digital
project chain [45,46]. Changes that become necessary later in the design process are costly
and difficult to implement, especially during construction [47].

Many project delivery methods have been developed as alternatives to this design–
bid–build model. These include design–build, construction management at risk, integrated
project delivery (IPD) [48], and lean project delivery (LPD) [49,50]. IPD has gained sig-
nificant attention, and there have been several studies on its implementation in projects
across various scales and geographies [51–53]. Although IPD and LPD differ in how their
contracts and operational systems integrate lean principles, they are often conflated. They
both “seek to involve key participants in early stages and form an integrated project team
that works together under an environment of collaboration, open communication, and
mutual respect and trust” [54]. Like co-design, they enable a more integrated planning and
development process.

Though digital models in the form of BIM [55] are often included in the execu-
tion of IPD, they are primarily used for the “computerisation” of existing processes and
procedures [56]. The success of BIM relies on the assumption that the exact location, dimen-
sion, and specifications of all building elements can be predefined and then executed during
construction. However, projects are increasingly complex, and it is not always possible to
plan them out in this deterministic way. Design data and the ability to action changes are
often lost in the BIM model by the time fabricators begin producing components and con-
tractors begin assembling them on site [57,58]. Co-design aims to produce fundamentally
new approaches for sustainable construction through the digitisation of the entire building
process. Relevant construction and prefabrication stakeholders can contribute data and
insights as part of a conceptual co-design process. Depending on implementation, the same
design data could be used in the production of the building without translation. As Knip-
pers et al. note, “the linking of methods, processes and systems also lays the foundation
for behavior-based, sensor-driven, cyberphysical manufacturing and construction” [41].
Knippers et. al. emphasise that "opportunities for novel, feedback-driven, robust and
semi-autonomous or autonomous construction processes that do not rely on fully pre-
planned models but still achieve the required performance and quality" are only possible
through a co-design approach [41]. Co-design addresses barriers to innovation in the
construction industry, and has already been tested on other experimental projects [59].
Moreover, co-design opens up opportunities for broader economic, environmental, and
social sustainability thanks to its integration of diverse fields and quality models [60].

Co-design is especially relevant for MsTBs because of the degree to which material,
detail, and manufacturing are related to the built object. It places emphasis on construction
processes and fabrication methods during the design process. By digitally integrating
manufacturing data into the design model, data can be retained through to construction.
Continuous multidirectional feedback between disciplines and stakeholders enables faster
iteration and validation of design ideas, as shown in Figure 2 [61]. Direct feedback is quan-
titative, digital, and “allows for reciprocal dependencies between. . . domains” [61], such as
matching building element sizes to robotic payloads. Curated feedback is qualitative and
interpersonal, and is used for parameters that are too complex for computational implemen-
tation or that require negotiation and consensus among collaborators, such as fabrication
and construction assembly sequencing. Co-design enables the simultaneous solving of
heterogeneous criteria, such as maximum performance with minimum material use. In
this research, co-design is supported by custom computational tools, for instance using
agent-based models (ABMs), that leverage the latest developments in all associated fields.
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Figure 2. Computational design-to-fabrication interrelations of different models from the BUGA
Wood project, highlighting co-design feedback strategies. Adapted from Ref. [61] under Creative
Commons. 2020, H.J. Wagner et al.

1.2.2. Agent-Based Models

The many uses of ABMs in architecture can be categorised by what the agents in
the model represent [62]. Following their initial introduction to the field [63], they have
been used to represent people and stakeholders, physical builders, digital builders, and
building elements, among others. The BUGA Wood Pavilion (Figure 3) used fabrication-
informed agent-based segmentation techniques [64]. The design of our building prototype
adapts them for flat-slab multi-storey timber construction. In addition, a computational
approach is applied to the arrangement of other structural elements, including columns
and reinforcement inside the slab.

Figure 3. BUGA wood pavilion at the Bundesgartenschau 2019, Heilbronn. Reprinted with permis-
sion from Ref. [24]. 2019, Gerber & Nebelsick/Nebelsick & Grun, University of Tubingen.
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1.2.3. Digital Timber Construction

Cyber–physical fabrication techniques have the potential to be environmentally sus-
tainable building production methods [65,66]. The use of ABMs and robotic construction in
architectural design research have produced timber structures that would have otherwise
been impossible [67,68]. This collective success leads us to ask how such a digital approach
to wood architecture could contribute to better or more affordable buildings [69]. The
flexibility and adaptability of our design and digital fabrication tools is a key concern
if construction is to remain resilient in a high-risk and low-profit market [70]. Potential
ideas for extending the capacities of timber construction networks revolve around the strict
standardisation and automated prefabrication of (re-useable) parts [71,72]. Others focus
on the vertical integration of timber building design and production [73,74]. Nevertheless,
few researchers have focused on the question of how the prevalent and wildly successful
point-supported monolithic concrete slab may be replaced with a timber structure having
similar qualities [75–77]. Although existing research on ways for new technologies to
reduce material consumption in concrete slabs is welcome [78,79], these solutions do not
have the same environmental potential as building with renewable materials.

2. Materials and Methods

Co-design aims to achieve a higher level of integration and interdisciplinarity [80] in
the building industry through the development of methods, processes, and systems. It
supports the ancillary goal of developing building elements that fulfil requirements from
different disciplines without adding building layers. The project-specific refined co-design
approach is shown in Figure 4. The systems, methods, and processes therein are explained
in the following sections.

Figure 4. Co-design approach. Clockwise from top: fabrication processes include the robotic place-
ment of internal slab reinforcement. Construction processes include the on-site combination of
construction assemblies. Material systems include the hardwood/softwood composite slabs. The
prototype building is the demonstration of the co-design process. Building systems include the
stepped fibre direction-agnostic plate-to-plate joint. Design methods include agent-based distribution
of the internal slab reinforcement. Engineering methods include the validation of the final design at
full resolution. Cross-sectoral topics include allowing future users to influence the location of the
prototype building.
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2.1. Material Systems

There are various floor systems in contemporary timber construction [81]. Many are
hybrid systems that combine timber with concrete, steel, or both [82]. All-timber floor
assemblies generally fall into one of three categories: solid (such as a sheet of CLT), with
reinforcement below (such as ribs or beams), and with reinforcement inside the slab (such
as hollow or box systems) [83]. These approaches were tested in the development of a
building system that would leverage the capabilities of robotic fabrication and computa-
tional design [84] and a hollow system utilising interior reinforcement was chosen. The
interior components serve two purposes: column crowns strengthen the point where the
columns hit the slab, while discrete webs transfer shear between the top and bottom of the
slab. Because they are assembled from many anisotropic components, it is possible to tune
the physical properties of each timber component in a more material and labor-efficient
way than arranging rebar inside a concrete slab [85].

The majority of wood used for construction in Europe today is Norway spruce (Picea
abies) [86]. One of the effects of climate change is that the balance of available wood
is expected to change from more softwood to more hardwood [87–89]. We propose a
different type of hybrid building system to take advantage of future timber stocks, namely,
a softwood–hardwood hybrid. Softwood is low-density and has a uniform structure,
requiring simpler manufacturing technologies for surface treatment and gluing. This
results in a more economical fabrication process than for hardwood [90]. While hardwood
is generally stronger [91], it is more difficult to process than softwood. It must be cut more
slowly and is more prone to chipping [92]. Moreover, certain species of hardwood produce
harmful byproducts when machined [93]. As it is more performative and more difficult to
machine, hardwood is used only in areas of high stress. Softwood, being faster to grow and
machine [94], makes up the majority of used material.

2.2. Building Systems

The building system consists of timber slabs and columns (Figure 5). Walls and bracing
systems, with their associated joints and details, are excluded from this development and
require additional research. The slab is a sandwich construction with a tailored interior
design that considers the forces that occur in the slab. The top and bottom slabs are
sandwich panels made of European beech (Fagus sylvatica) LVL above and a three-layer
CLT core of Norway spruce (Picea abies) below (Figure 5a). The hardwood LVL panels on
the exterior of the hollow system increase its bending performance in the longest spans,
while those inside the hollow system protect the softwood from punching shear peaks
at the ends of the internal reinforcement. The slab interior consists of column crowns
and discrete webs (Figure 5c). The column crowns reinforce the high shear areas around
the column head with a five-layer CLT. The discrete webs can be thought of as internal
beams. They serve a similar purpose to the web of a rolled steel joist by providing space
between the top and bottom of the slab, and transfer shear in the open span areas. The
web components are made of three-layer CLT offcuts from the top and bottom slab. In
the building prototype, electrical wiring is placed between webs to avoid a drop ceiling.
Alternatively, service provision could influence reinforcement placement. Services could be
run inside the slab along its edge, where they are easier to service, although they would
not add to the structural depth [95].

The above system enables adaptability after construction through its architectural
qualities. Flat ceilings allow non-load-bearing partitions to be placed at will, which can
create different spatial configurations and functions. Open corners increase freedom in
planning, as they do not impose fixed boundaries or orientations. Non-orthogonal grids
do not prescribe what size of spaces can fit in the building, as they can accommodate
various shapes and dimensions. Services integrated in the slab remain in place regardless
of building use or partition layout, supporting the adaptability of the building system.
These qualities make the system suitable for diverse and changing building programmes
and user needs.
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Figure 5. Building system functional assemblies: (a) beech LVL/ spruce three-layer CLT sandwich
panels, (b) column crown reinforcing high shear areas at the column, (c) field webs oriented by
local principal moment direction, (d) hardwood pyramids with beech LVL pin, (e) the hardwood
distribution pate transfers shear and bending while protecting against punching shear, (f) the stepped
lap joint connects the different main fibre directions, (g) the connection web density depends on the
shear forces at the seam.

Connections play an important role in the development of the building system [96].
They replace typical steel details with hardwood inserts located where the forces are
greatest, which are held together by a novel formaldehyde-free glue (Loctite HB 181
Purbond from Henkel AG). The column-to-column connection uses hardwood pyramid
structures at the head and foot of each column to focus vertical forces into a beech LVL pin
that runs through a hole in the middle of the column-to-plate connection (Figure 5d) [97,98].
The column-to-plate connection consists of a column crown (Figure 5b) and a distribution
plate (Figure 5e). The distribution plate is a hardwood pyramid that fits inside the column
crown; it protects against punching shear, transfers shear forces, and transfers the bending
moments at the column head [97,99]. The plate-to-plate connection is a step joint (Figure 5f)
with short connection webs perpendicular to the seam (Figure 5g). The various connections
are described in more detail in [84].

2.3. Design Methods

The building prototype demonstrates architectural aspects that are impossible in a
conventional timber building system. These include multi-directional spans, open corners,
and cantilevers up to two metres, all without beams or orthogonal columns. This required
a specialised computational design framework. Structural and fabrication requirements
are integrated into the design process (Figure 6). The segmentation strategy is informed by
moment directions in the overall floor slab, and is governed by the maximum prefabricable
slab size [100]. The stepped plate-to-plate connection increases design freedom by joining
plates with arbitrary main fibre directions. The column crowns and shear webs that rein-
force the slab consider both the structural requirements [100] and the robotic prefabrication
platform. Discretised webs allow for further service integration in the slab. For example,
web arrangements can be adapted to the layout of integrated services [95].
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Figure 6. Design process diagram.

Structural, fabrication, and design considerations were integrated into a single model
built on a multi-level, multi-agent simulation in accordance with co-design principles [100].
The current state of design modelling within the architecture industry lacks an interop-
erable data standard [101]. To overcome this deficiency, rather than an IFC model [102],
a global building model using BHoM served as a connection between design and engineer-
ing models [103]. Direct feedback in the form of data links and curated feedback through
interpersonal communication were incorporated into the agent simulations that underpin
this model. Therefore, changes in the design of the prototype building can be evaluated
immediately against all disciplines. As a representative example, timber expertise was
incorporated through both direct and curated feedback. Curated feedback preceded the
calibration of the simulations, while direct feedback in the form of simulation and experi-
mental results was transferred through linked digital models to reinforce the simulations.
Curated feedback was then used again when detailing the prefabrication and construction.

Furthermore, the co-design concept was extended beyond technical topics by consider-
ing sociocultural aspects in the early design phase. A survey on potential use and location
was created with researchers from the Institute for Social Sciences (SOWI). The purpose
of this survey was not to influence the design of the prototype building; rather, it was to
inform its use and location. It did, however, provide community engagement for the project
and lead to feedback on the prototype building’s design. The survey was distributed by
email to all students and employees of the university, and was posted on social media
accounts of both the university and the research cluster. In the month during which was
open, it was completed by 384 (16%) of the over 2300 hits it received. Locations throughout
campus were suggested, most of which were clustered around major thoroughfares. This
feedback helped to inform the location of the prototype building. The three most popular
usage suggestions were variations on “study space”, “community space”, and “exhibition
space”. The building services and amenities of the prototype building, including lighting
setup and internet access, were adapted according to the suggested uses.

2.4. Engineering Methods

The engineering and design methods are highly integrated. A global building model
informed by structural analysis is central to the co-design method. The elements of the
system are refined in a stepwise manner. Based on previous research [100], the shape of the
floor plan was subdivided into plate segments that can be manufactured separately. The
segmentation strategy qualitatively considered the shear forces and the principal moment
vectors. Plates were arranged according to the force flow and cut according to the shear
force hierarchy.

The central model was updated using the simulation results for the segmented plate.
Field webs were placed following the method described by [100,104], in which a weighted
Lloyd algorithm arranges more webs in areas with higher shear [105]. The field webs were
orientated to match the principal moment direction at their location in the slab. Their
lengths varied within the given threshold. Additional webs were added to improve the
stiffness of the plate-to-plate connection. Connection webs were oriented perpendicular to
the seam and had a consistent length of 40 cm. The number of connection webs depended
on the shear forces at the connection.
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The global structural model was set up in Grasshopper [106] and sent to SOFiSTiK [107].
The three slab layers (top, interior, and bottom) were represented through shell elements
connected by translation and rotation couplings. Plate-to-plate connections were repre-
sented through the stiffness loss in the material definition. The stiffness loss was exper-
imentally verified using tension and shear tests considering the different plate-to-plate
connection angles [108]. Furthermore, the column-to-column connection has previously
been simulated and physically tested [109,110]. Based on the concept by Tapia et al. [97],
the column-to-plate connections were geometrically adapted to the shear forces.

The column-to-plate connection cannot be represented properly in the global structural
model; therefore, it required a detailed simulation. The column-to-plate connection was
simulated as a 3D finite element model in Abaqus [111]. A data link was established
between Abaqus and SOFiSTiK, which was used for the global simulation. This data link
enabled the transfer of global loading conditions to the detail model for verification.

In addition to its own weight, the timber building prototype is exposed to wind and
live loads. For the moment, the lateral loads are transferred through the columns and
respective connections to the foundations. The building prototype’s design could be realised
without additional lateral bracing, as the lateral loads are transferred through the column
and foundation connections. Therefore, lateral wind load requirements were not included
in the current co-design approach. Column-to-column connections were reinforced with
glued-in threaded steel rods that transfer moment forces caused by lateral loads. The lower
column foot was connected to the concrete foundation with a welded steel profile that
transfers the moment forces into the foundation [108]. If a core or other bracing system
were present, the column-to-column connections would not need to transfer moments,
and hinged connections could be used without the additional steel rods. Additions or
extensions to the building system would be required if this co-design method were to be
applied to larger test cases with building cores.

2.5. Fabrication Processes

The timber building prototype was co-designed under continuous consideration of the
fabrication requirements of the building system and the capabilities of the prefabrication
setup. All parts of the timber building prototype, from the size of the steps inside the
column joints to the global form, were designed with a direct feedback link to the fabrication
system. They were also verified on both the macro- and microscales by timber engineers
and structural engineers using direct and curated feedback.

The fabrication and customisation of the hybrid hardwood LVL/softwood CLT plates
was defined and then outsourced to a CLT manufacturer. This manufacturer had a large-
scale CNC mill and was skilled in the lamination of structural hardwood. Milling tolerances
for these components were part of the contract with the manufacturer.

Prefabrication took place on a fabrication platform consisting of two KUKA KR-500
industrial robot arms equipped with several custom end effectors [70]. One robot was
used for the additive fabrication steps, such as the pick and place operation of the shear
webs and column crowns. The other robot was used for glue application. Pins between the
top and bottom slab layers avoided accumulation of tolerances during the fabrication of
sandwich elements. As can be seen in Figure 7, this fabrication platform was extended in
three ways to fulfill the new fabrication requests:

1. A 3 × 10 m multifunctional mobile fabrication table was developed for the prefabrica-
tion of the eight slab elements, which themselves ranged in size from 1.37 × 3.40 m
up to 2.10 × 8.90 m. The table could be moved freely through the fabrication hall
or attached to a rail on the robotic platform on its heavy duty casters. This table
functioned as a manually operable linear axis during prefabrication, as a vacuum
press after gluing and placing components, and as a transport for assemblies beyond
the payload and reach constraints of the fabrication hall’s gantry cranes.

2. RGB-D Cameras were used for marker-based workpiece calibration after each manual
repositioning of the fabrication table to ensure accurate fabrication execution.
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3. Augmented reality head-mounted displays were used in several ways during fabrica-
tion (Figure 8). This extended the skillset of human workers by visually representing
workpieces’ digital twins, enabling a variety of tasks based on otherwise invisible
information. These tasks included the application of a glue primer only in areas where
it would be needed, the manual application of glue and manual placement of shear
webs beyond the reach of the robots, and the laying of electrical conduit in an invisible
maze around the unplaced shear webs.

Figure 7. Fabrication setup.

Figure 8. Use of augmented reality to aid in the placement of integrated building services during the
fabrication process.

In collaboration with the Visualization Research Centre (VISUS), the placement of electri-
cal conduit within the slab was used as a case study to assess the usability of AR in real-world
scenarios. While showing guidance visualisation in AR is not novel [112,113], setting the
case study within a live prefabrication workflow allowed users who were experienced
in such environments to evaluate the visualisations. Standard usability questionnaires
that included questions about comfort and utility were filled out by users before and after
performing tasks. The results of these questions can help to inform future research aspects,
including which tasks should be done, how data are displayed, how building services are
integrated into the building system, and how human collaboration is integrated into the
prefabrication process.
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The semi-autonomous prefabrication of the timber elements combined high and low
Levels of automation processes, including both industrial robotics and human craft. The
concept of instructive human–robot collaboration was used to distribute fabrication tasks
between humans and the robotic fabrication system [114]. A direct link between the design
geometry and the automatic generation of tool paths for in-the-loop automated fabrication
was established, aiding in the curated feedback of automation data during the co-design
process. This algorithm resulted in a time-saving fabrication sequence by aiming for
a minimum number of positions for the mobile fabrication table based on the reach of
both robots. The fabrication workflow itself was controlled by a human using custom
augmented-reality robot control supervision software called VIZOR [115]. Tasks were
passed ‘on the fly’ between the different actors, i.e., human workers and industrial robots,
enabling the fabrication workflow to react to unplanned events and to correct mistakes.

Fabrication tolerances did not affect the global form of the prototype building; instead,
they were incorporated into the design of individual functional assemblies. One example
is the way in which field webs that were placed too close together by the algorithm were
merged as part of the design process [104]. Connection webs were not affected by this
process, as their number and density were defined by structural necessity. Another example
is the definition of the size and mass of the column crowns based on the vacuum gripper’s
area and payload. One of the specific weaknesses of the building system and its joints
is that they do not accommodate tolerances well. As such, a further study is planned to
investigate tolerance effects and mitigation strategies.

2.6. Construction Processes

When built, the construction of the ITECH Campus Lab will test aspects relevant for
on-site assembly and the performance of on-site joints. Joints relevant for on-site assembly
include slab-to-slab joints, column-to-slab joints, and column-to-column connections. These
joints were designed as softwood–hardwood hybrids to avoid steel details. Moreover, they
were designed to ensure that their on-site assembly vectors would be vertical in order to
permit the use of conventional cranes, which simplifies and expedites construction. In
addition, all joints needed to be designed with considerable tolerance in order to account for
changing environmental conditions during the multi-story construction process. Assembly
tolerances caused by dimensional changes in the construction assemblies were considered
implicitly. Moisture content changes in the wood were avoided because of the prototype
nature of the research object. Therefore, assembly was planned with the expectation that it
would occur only in dry weather. Minor tolerances up to 1.5 mm were accounted for using
a gap-filling glue provided by the project partners. The accuracy of the construction will be
verified when it is complete.

The column-to-slab and column-to-column joints only need to be aligned and fitted.
Meanwhile, the slab-to-slab connection presents additional challenges. All internal layers
of various densities and fibre directions must be connected with homogeneous stiffness
gradients across jointing seams. This will be achieved by using the stepped lap-joint in
combination with an on-site screw-press gluing process. The up–down orientation of each
joint was set according to the assembly sequence. This allows for relatively straightforward
assembly on site, in which one plate after the other is lifted into place by a conventional
crane. Both glue application and screw-pressing will be performed manually when the
building prototype is assembled. However, their conceptualisation considers the possibility
of on-site automation. Future research could investigate tools and methods for on-site
screw-press gluing. During the assembly of the structure, plates will be held in place using
conventional scaffolding (Figure 9). Because the building prototype is quite small, there is
no plan to use digital tools or workflows to coordinate its construction.

On the top slab, when the plates have been connected and screwed, electricians will
be able to reach through the integrated access holes to connect the pre-installed electrical
conduit to the junction boxes. From these same access holes, the threading of electrical
cables from the insertion point at the column head to the light fixtures will be monitored. An
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advantage of structural systems such as this is that they can support normal curtain walls
and do not require structurally performative facades. When the plates have been assembled
and the edge of the slab sealed, a general contractor will install standard interior flooring,
facade, and roofing. These will serve as a rain cover to protect the building prototype.
As the building prototype is not intended as a demonstration of facade technology or
connections, the integration of facade technologies, including high-performance facades, is
beyond the scope of the project.

Figure 9. Schematic rendering of building prototype under construction.

3. Results

The integrative design approach has been developed on two levels, namely, the design
of the building system and the design of the building prototype itself. In a first step,
the system development integrates structural and fabrication requirements in the design
process. In a second step, the building design requires further integration to take the next
step from the component level to the building level.

The prototype building serves as a case study for the developed timber building
system employing the described co-design methods. All construction assemblies were
prefabricated and individually verified in December 2021. The building prototype will be
assembled on-site along a key artery of the University of Stuttgart Vaihingen campus in
the near future. The prototype consists of eight slab components and six GLT columns.
The slab components weigh 144 kg/m2, comprising a floor area of 37 m2 and a maximum
slab span of 8.00 m. The digital design of the slab components enabled a high degree of
prefabrication. High-precision CNC milling of slab-to-slab and slab-to-column connections,
screw holes, and marker positions should result in fast assembly despite the on-site gluing
process. The building prototype was designed as a section of a multi-storey building, which
could be extended vertically using the same building system. It is deliberately raised off
the floor to show its column-to-column joint. The demonstrator building will include a
polycarbonate façade and larch roof cladding.

The prototype building was designed in the Rhino/Grasshopper 3D modelling envi-
ronment [106]. Design data were stored as BHoM objects in JSON files [103]. Structural
simulations were performed in SOFiSTiK [107]. This was controlled using the VIZOR
augmented reality framework [115]. Prefabrication relied on the TIM robotic construction
platform [70].
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4. Discussion

The building prototype demonstrates an innovative building system that utilises the
potential of co-design methods for multi-storey timber construction. Through an inductive
approach, this case study can be used to identify larger considerations in the development
or application of a co-design methodology in architecture. This methodology allowed for
an integrated approach to the design, engineering, fabrication, and construction of the
presented timber building system. It incorporated reciprocal relationships among different
disciplines throughout the various project stages. As projects increase in scale, they increase
in complexity as well. The simulation approaches used here need to be more robust in order
to negotiate and optimise between additional disciplines and their expectations. However,
high-resolution simulations may not be applicable to all buildings due to cost and time
constraints. Further research into computational co-design methodologies is needed to
address concerns around scalability.

The novel building system employs specific combinations of hardwood and softwood,
as well as mono-material glued joining techniques to enable high-performing and punctu-
ally supported floor slabs with multi-axial load transfer and variable spans. This structural
system particularly targets non-standard building shapes and volumes, as irregularly
shaped buildings are needed to fit into the existing urban fabric. However, this does not
consider all of the structural elements of a full multi-story structure. The building system
used in this case study would require extensions such as approaches to lateral bracing. If
this building system were used for the densification of urban structures, it would need to
be tested for building stock extension.

Impact sound transmission is a known issue in lightweight timber structures, and
flanking sound transmission is a common problem in hollow box slab systems [116]. Both
of these issues require further study in future work.

Although the building prototype incorporated electrical conduits into the slab, much
work is required to turn a structural system into an inhabitable building.
Svatoš-Ražnjević et al. [95] have shown in initial studies how mechanical, ventilation, elec-
trical, and data services could fit inside a hollow slab system. The integration of additional
building services, including plumbing, ventilation, and telecommunications, to name a
few, requires further investigation. This includes any required service shafts and the con-
siderations around building physics, not the least of which is fire. Conventional mass
timber fire safety guidelines that state that all potential openings in the hollow interiors
of box slabs must be closed and protected to ensure that they act as completely separate
fire compartments [117]. Integrated electrical conduits have their own inherent fire risk,
which future studies should analyse in order to develop standard guideline-compliant
solutions accordingly. Fire was considered when determining the dimensions of the slabs
and columns, and extra mass for charring was considered in the simulations. It is not
adequately understood how the novel formaldehyde-free glue protects against fire.

The inclusion of non-structural elements, such as non-load-bearing partition walls,
requires additional investigation as well. The building physics effects of integrating high-
performance facades into the system are particularly important for the environmental
performance of potential future buildings, as both partitions have an effect on the adapt-
ability of the structure and its continued existence as a carbon reserve.

The presented building prototype capitalizes on the potential of digital fabrication us-
ing highly precise additive and subtractive manufacturing processes, enabling customized
column and slab building elements by means of standardized timber materials and prod-
ucts. Determining whether the processes used in its production can be successfully scaled
up will require additional testing and research.

5. Conclusions

This paper describes an integrated approach to the computational design and devel-
opment of multi-story timber buildings. The methods described herein are divided into six
research areas, and a thorough description of the relevant innovations is provided for each:
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1. Material system
2. Building system
3. Design methods
4. Engineering methods
5. Fabrication processes
6. Construction processes

A prototype building is presented as a case study for the co-design methodology.
It has flat ceilings, integrated services, wide spans, and the ability to adapt to irregular
column layouts. This was achieved by integrating various disciplinary specifications
into several computational design methods, including agent-based simulations. A global
building model served as the central data node through which discipline-specific data and
criteria were collected. Beyond the limited scope of this prototype building, as the size and
complexity of timber buildings increases, such design, analysis, and evaluation will become
increasingly significant. Further structural considerations such as lateral bracing and cores
and building physics concerns such as service integration, building performance, and
acoustics all require further investigation. It is only with design approaches and tools such
as these that environmentally responsible construction of buildings of sufficient quality can
become achievable in a world that is both warming and densifying.
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EWP Engineered Wood Product
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